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Kathryn Turner gathers heads of durum wheat that she has dropped from the height of 1 meter. This plant used for
pasta is an annual. Hundreds of other drops by Turner and her crew are of hybrids made with annual wheat and
the perennial intermediate wheatgrass. The Land Institute wants perennial wheat with heads that hold up when
the plants fall into a combine header at harvest. For more about measuring and selecting for this and other traits
that will make a good grain crop plant, and how Turner traces their genetic origins, see page 14. Scott Bontz photo.
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Visiting scientists Alejandra Vilela and Damian Ravetta collect for analysis the heads of silphium, a plant only a
few years into domestication. All our major grain crops arose without modern genetics or even record keeping, and
the genetic riches of their ancestors were often lost. They are annuals, and silphium is a perennial; its domestication
requires a new strategy. The Argentinians and The Land Institute have the luxury of learning the plant in a way
our ancestors could not, and exercising a finer control over what to lose and what to keep. Scott Bontz photo.
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Plantas Actuales
A couple in Argentina helps to tame a species without losing its wild riches

scott bontz

F

or two years during his mid-twenties a Welshman named
Michael D. Jones lived in his sister’s adopted homeland, Ohio. By
one account he saw Welsh emigrants face
great hardship. By another he saw their culture quickly vanish in the melting pot. He
wanted something else for them: living not
only free from English ruling class oppression, but in a place entirely their own, away
from the English-language culture pervading
19th century United States and Australasia.
Back in Wales he mustered support for the
idea, and though this nationalist, Nonconformist minister chose to make a stand at
home, leading Bala Congregational College,
he helped others find a fresh, isolated landscape, along the Chubut River in Argentina.
One hundred fifty-three pioneers, a
third of them children, voyaged in 1865 on a
ship called the Mimosa – the name both of a
star in the Southern Cross and of a leguminous tree. Most were from cities and Welsh
coal country. They claimed just a few farmers, and one man with rudimentary medical
skill. Some died on the trek inland to each
family’s allotted 100 hectares – about threeeighths of square mile.
The new place on the steppe of Patagonia received a fraction of the rain that
had fallen on lush, maritime Wales. In the
first year maize and potatoes failed to both
aridity and flashfloods that also took homes
built from earth. With irrigation from the

Chubut, however, in two decades the area’s
wheat had won prizes in Chicago and Paris,
and at century’s end Chubut Province was
an economic success. Its language for education, religion, government, and commerce
was Welsh. “It looked as if the vision of a
new Welsh-speaking Wales overseas would
be realized,” Wyn James, of Cardiff University, said recently for a BBC story about his
visit to the enclave.
Then came immigrants from other
cultures, and Argentina’s once laissez-faire
government got pushy about using Spanish. The Great War ended emigration from
Wales. By mid-century in Patagonia the
Celtic tongue had retreated to home and
chapel.
Centenary celebration in 1965 renewed
Chubut’s connection with Wales, and with
Argentina’s government again welcoming
diversity, the tie has grown. But of 500,000
people in the province, at most 1 in 100 now
speak Welsh, and James said it’s with a
Spanish lilt. The culture is a hybrid. At the
“chairing of the bard” ceremony in Wales
the garb is quasi-druidic robes, while in
Patagonia it is blue ponchos. And although
some embrace their Welsh roots “with the
zeal of a convert,” most are emphatically
Argentinian. Had the Welsh population of
Chubut grown greater, its culture might
have changed less. But in new land, climate,
and political domain, an organization like
ethnic culture adapts.
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An organization like a crop population
grown by the culture also adapts, when its
farmers select, from the randomly expressed
genetic palette, those traits that best work
in the new place. When farmers keep and
sow seed from plants making the biggest
and most seed, and so over generations increase grain yields, they might also change
expression of other genes. The plants could
grow shorter roots. They could make thicker
leaves. The change could be a tradeoff for
yield, or it could be coincidence. It could
make another improvement for cropping,
such as less competitive roots, or it could
lessen disease resistance.
Anyway, while this went on for millennia of farming before genomes could be read
and mapped, traits disappeared. Between
the wild organisms and the domesticated
ones that we eat, there often remains no
continuum, no in-between genomes and
grown-out forms. Sometimes the wild thing
itself is gone: the last aurochs, ancestor of
modern cattle, died in 1627.
At The Land Institute, David Van Tassel is only a few years into selecting for
yield from wild plants in the genus Silphium.
He wants to make an oilseed crop like its
relative the sunflower, but one that grows
perennially, saving the farmer and the soil
from the cost and damage of annual tillage.
He has advantage over the farmers who gave
us all of our significant crops even before
scribes gave us writing: he draws not only
on modern science, but also has for reference the wild plant, and can watch how
his selection for one or a few traits affects
others, including the species’ crucial perenniality.
Actually, combing tens of thousands of
plants to improve yield, he doesn’t have the
time to track all of this. But other people are
interested and help, including a husband
and wife from Chubut Province, Argentina.
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Damian Ravetta is an exuberant, athletic man. While measuring plants in The
Land Institute’s fields on a humid morning
late last summer, for a break he went running. (And, being from a place so dry that
sweat never shows, he exclaimed at the Kansas humidity.) Earlier in the year he traveled
to Houston for an Ironman triathalon: 2-mile
swim, 112-mile bicycle ride, and 26-mile run.
His morning greetings are enthusiastic, and
his farewell before a daylong journey back to
Argentina includes a hug and hope to meet
again.
Alejandra Vilela is lower key, but of
complementary humor. She teased Ravetta
for saying he wanted to travel light, with
just one bag, but then taking back to Argentina a new racing bicycle. She downplays
her own athleticism: not Ironwoman, just
marathon runner. She also writes fiction for
an annual competition. While Ravetta explained to the layman their scientific work
at The Land Institute lab, she transferred to
her laptop handwritten silphium numbers
that filled a notebook, but she also listened,
and occasionally looked over her reading
glasses to fill in or add to his story.
In Trelew, Argentina, the couple runs a
department of an organization called Museo
Paleontologico Egidio Feruglio. The name
Trelew combines the Welsh word for town,
tre, and the name of Welsh pioneer Lewis
Jones. The museum name commemorates
an Italian-born geologist and paleontologist
also honored in Ferugliotheriidae, an extinct
family of tiny mammals that ran with dinosaurs of Argentina. The couple works at the
fossil museum, but their operation is Plantas
Actuales, “existing plants,” a search for new,
ecologically benign crops. Their pay comes
from Argentina’s National Scientific and
Technical Research Council, known by the
Spanish acronym conicet. They can choose
where to conduct their work, and began in

Buenos Aires, but moved to Trelew because
that’s where their research usually drew
them, and that’s the place Ravetta hails from
and loves.
Seven inches of precipitation are what
the plants of this land must live on. It is like
the cold, high desert of Utah, and it is sheep
country, with each animal needing two and
half acres of scattered shrubs and grasses.
Vilela and Ravetta have studied wild
plants to supply industry with resins, gums,
waxes, and fibers. Soy and sunflower oil are
already used in paints, but require industrial
processes, in addition to destructive annual
cropping. The couple seeks desert plants
that make the proper oils straight up, cutting out that high-energy middle step. Using
them can also preserve the ecosystem. “We
don’t work with annuals,” Ravetta said.
He and Vilela also are developing a
new theory. Most crops, including all significant grain crops, which give humanity
most of its calories, were domesticated in
prehistory. Those crops are annuals, which
live by a different strategy than perennials.
And none of them came from a place as dry
as Patagonia. “There’s no real theory behind
what we want to domesticate,” Ravetta said.
Plantas Actuales is not about plant
breeding, though it has dabbled with gumweed for resin. It is mostly about basic
science, with results for others to use. But
it seeks plants that will be coaxed to give
things such as more and bigger seed. It asks
if that advance will inadvertently sacrifice
drought tolerance, oil quality, or even perennialty. Most plants that make things like
resins are frugal life forms in extreme environments, Ravetta said. Breeding them for
productivity could backfire. So he and Vilela
compare wild plants with the plants selected as improvements, to understand how
they differ, and why. They also watch how
different settings affect the same plant type.

By leaving Argentina’s winter for a
Kansas summer, Vilela and Ravetta packed
two seasons of study in one year, saw silphium in another soil and climate, and sampled
from tens of thousands of plants that they
don’t have to maintain. Van Tassel teasingly
called them “data parasites.”
But he will benefit. Ravetta has a
device that clamps onto a leaf to measure
gases. From this is calculated the rate of
photosynthesis. A fungus of the genus Puccinia peppered the leaves of Van Tassel’s
silphium. Ravetta found that to a point the
plant can take infestation without too much
loss of photosynthesis and growth. Knowing
this might influence how Van Tassel spaces
his plants to slow the rust. He might not
breed for complete resistance, but instead
accept some disease to avoid evolution of
strains that crack the established defense.
Vilela found that just a few generations of Van Tassel’s selection to improve
seed yield had made silphium leaves gain
weight and fiber. This is an unsurprising
“construction cost,” she said. It isn’t necessarily good. But plant breeding is a history
of overcoming negative correlations.
Plants can be lumped as either acquisitive or conservative. Crop plants are
acquisitive, wild plants conservative. Conservatism is associated with efficiency and
stable ecology. While breeding diverts more
of silphium’s power to making seed, Vilela
wants to see it remain mostly conservative.
With the right selection and farming method, Van Tassel should get better yield while
keeping silphium’s perennialty and drought
tolerance.
At this time it might be better to accept
some tradeoffs, and select plants of different strengths – for example, for one line
“yield at any price,” and for a second line
leaves that are highly efficient with water
and light. “We can always try to hybridize
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these lines, hoping we can recombine the
best traits from both,” Van Tassel said. He
will accept tradeoffs now because growing
plants to adulthood and measuring thousands of them takes time and people, and
trying to select for more than one or two
traits slows progress.
He hopes to eventually know silphium’s genes well enough to confidently
predict the performance of plants without
having to measure every trait on every plant
every year. This new way is called genomic
selection. Ravetta compared it with blood
testing: from a small sample you can read
much about the whole body. Then Van Tas-

sel could develop models for breeding that
include multiple traits. For example, an algorithm could identify plants most likely to
contribute gene combinations that increase
seed yield with the least risk of losing water
or nitrogen efficiency.
Meanwhile, he can use a method that
Vilela devised to propagate silphium with
root cuttings, and so make instant communities of identical twins. This will help
distinguish in the plant’s form what came
from its genes, and what from the fields it
grew in. From all of this will come a plant
changed, but still with something like strong
Welsh roots, thriving in a new kind of field.

Dreams of perennial wheat
alex chambers
When every morning
years in and out
you get up
to tinker
with what some call
God’s handiwork,
reaching maybe
into the soil’s gene soup –
that muddy wetness
from which almost
everything alive comes –
or scooping with a tiny
shovel the anthers’
yellow dust
into the florets
of a similar plant
whose own anthers
have been snipped off
into pollen-ready teacups,
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not knowing exactly
when the roots
and the roothairs hidden
deep in the dark
and deeper will shoot
lightward, will spring up
yearly, finally,
and not only re-spring
but grow heavy,
gravid, almost, with seeds
swollen with starch,
unshatterable till
a mill
turns to powder
what the grass
no longer needs,
surplus transformed
by plant and hand
from soil to hot bread –

when your work
is attention,
a tending,
you might find
having spent your years
on a project unfinishable
in your body’s lifetime,
in that place
the plow broke once,
that the ground, finally,
as it does,
has begun
to become you.
The writer is completing a
doctorate in American Studies
at Indiana University in
Bloomington, where he teaches
literature and politics.

Land Institute shorts
General Mills will use Kernza
On March 7 General Mills said it would give
$500,000 for development of Kernza, and buy
the perennial grain on a scale for use in its
Cascadian Farm organic foods. For competitive reasons it would not specify how much
will be purchased. But it also encouraged
other food companies to help create a market for Kernza, The Land Institute’s trademark name for products from intermediate
wheatgrass. It hopes to have Kernza products on grocery shelves by early next year.
The research money goes to joint
breeding work by The Land Institute and
University of Minnesota. General Mills is
based in the Minneapolis area. More Kernza
breeding is at University of Manitoba.
Last year General Mills reported sales
of $16.6 billion. “We’re looking at a company
that has the capacity to produce products
on a larger scale and market them on a
large scale,” Land Institute researcher Lee
DeHaan was quoted in an Associated Press
story. “That’s where we see these perennial crops having to go, not just low-volume
specialty producers but large-scale production that is going to be producing change in
agriculture.”
The fall release by Patagonia Provisions
of Long Root Ale, which uses Kernza and is
the first big product with a perennial grain
from The Land Institute, drew inquiries
from more than 140 farmers, households,
and businesses. DeHaan had hoped to have
a commercially viable version of Kernza
by 2020. In recent years has come enough
enthusiasm for the plant that DeHaan said,

“Expansion of the crop is being driven by
strong demand.” Grain yields and the best
way to grow this perennial grain have far to
go, so DeHaan cautions farmers and food
companies. But he said, “Everything’s ahead
of our plan.”
Plovgh, a Wisconsin enterprise hired
by The Land Institute to help arrange a
market for the crop, reported that last fall
17 farms added a total of 174 Kernza acres.
Plovgh vets farms to ensure they are experienced with small-grain production and will
be able to use the rest of the plant as forage,
making it a dual-purpose crop. Interested
buyers go on a list, so Plovgh can tell them
when Kernza grain or flour becomes available. Part of the challenge – in addition to
rains in the upper Midwest helping weeds
and delaying planting – is giving inquirers
a realistic timeline for availability of a crop
still in development.

Big steps for Kernza genetics
Kansas State University researchers collaborating with The Land Institute have devised
tools that will greatly help development of
two perennial grains. Jared Crain is filing,
on the university computer networks server,
information about Kernza genetics and
resulting plant forms. Institute researcher
Lee DeHaan said the database will ease his
genetic analysis of Kernza, a trademarked
name for the perennial called intermediate
wheatgrass. Kevin Dorn devised a way to
match what is known of Kernza chromosomes with the genetic sequences of three
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Brandon Schlautman and more than 3,700 starter pots of legumes in the greenhouse. On the facing
page see more about his search for the legume species to make a perennial grain. Scott Bontz photo.
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simpler species thought likely to be it ancestors. DeHaan said that knowing which
Kernza chromosome belongs to which origin
genome greatly helps in breeding not just
Kernza, but also perennial wheat, a hybrid
of Kernza and annual wheat.

Garden plan for lots of legumes
The Land Institute’s new legume breeder,
Brandon Schlautman, over winter collected
seed of 144 species from 23 genera, and come
spring will plant a botanical garden for a
first look at perennial crop plant contenders. The garden might be arranged for Land
Institute visitors to walk through. Most
of the species are from North America.
Schlautman also plans to plant larger blocks
of 12 species already favored, and to study
them for traits such as growth pattern and
seed production. Each variety of each species will enjoy a tenth of an acre. For more
about Schlautman and his work, see the fall
2016 Land Report.

Swedish support in Uganda
A four-year, $650,000 program funded by
the Swedish government will study how
perennial grains could help small farmers
in Uganda by improving soil, cutting costs,
and strengthening adaptability to climate
change. The perennial crops include sorghum developed at The Land Institute,
plus rice and pigeon pea. The researchers are from Lund University Centre for
Sustainability Studies in Sweden, Makerere
University in Uganda, and The Land
Institute. Lennart Olsson, a Lund geography professor and founding director of
the university’s Centre for Sustainability
Studies, said research will enlist farmers in

two to four communities. The institute’s
perennial sorghum has been grown in trials
in Uganda and Mali for two years already.
The Swedish expansion of study began in
January. Farmers, scientists, and social scientists will examine how the perennial crops
and growing techniques build soil carbon,
how the crops affect farmers’ livelihoods,
and the results for ecology and society. Land
Institute researcher Pheonah Nabukalu spent
February in her native Uganda to discuss
with farmers how they might want to work
perennial sorghum into their cropping.

Perennial wheat in China
Land Institute researchers Stan Cox and
Kathryn Turner last fall met with Chinese researchers who have started testing perennial
wheat, a crop that could help control erosion for the nation of more than 1.3 billion
people. The Americans and Land Institute
wheat researcher Shuwen Wang visited
Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
where Wang worked before coming to the
United States for his doctorate. In fall 2015,
Jiangsu researcher Jizhong Wu planted seeds
supplied by Wang, some from his own crosses of wheat with perennial relatives, some
of them from other sources. Wu was able to
harvest seed, but flooding killed the plants.
He plans to replant and test the new wheat
for disease resistance. He also wants to
study how a particular gene affects regrowth
after harvest. Turner advised academy researchers on how to cut years from breeding, with genetic maps and statistics. Cox
develops perennial sorghum at The Land
Institute, but he previously worked with
wheat. He told Chinese researchers about
his technique for replicating the prehistoric
hybridization that gave humankind bread
wheat. This reintroduces genetic diversity,
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with strengths such as disease resistance.
On that topic he also submitted a paper to
The Crop Journal, published by the Chinese
Academy of Agricultural Sciences.

Chinese ecologist visits Kansas
Bo Zhu, an agronomist and soil ecologist at
Yangtze University in China, studied and
talked with Land Institute researchers for a
week in November. Now he wants to compare annual versus perennial rice, which is
being developed by a Land Institute colleague in Yunnan (see page 22), for emissions of the greenhouse gases nitrous oxide
and methane.

Amid woes, best sorghum yet
Last year researcher Stan Cox’s perennial
sorghum plantings suffered bad weather
and, along with annual grain sorghum fields
across central Kansas, the long-dreaded arrival from Texas of life-sucking yellow sugar
cane aphids. But he collected more than 100
plants superior in form and seed to the best
perennials of previous years. These elites
largely thrived, flowering before the aphid
onslaught, and allowing harvest of good
seed for more breeding and improvement.

Perennials inventory milestone
Land Institute collaborators in St. Louis
have largely completed an inventory of
herbaceous and shrubby perennial legumes
that could become crop plant candidates,
and to the same end have started checking the world’s grass species. This mark
comes a year into the three-year project. In
December, Land Institute researchers traded
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notes with Allison Miller’s team at Missouri
Botanical Garden and Saint Louis University.
The growing inventory is at the garden’s
web site, tropicos.org; click on Projects, then
Perennial Agriculture Project. For the story
see the fall 2015 Land Report.

Former director Ivy Marsh dies
Ivy Marsh, who joined the Board of
Directors when The Land Institute was
five years old and who served for 11 years,
as part of broad environmental and civic
work, died January 15 in Salina. She was 88.
Born Ivy B. Flora in Centropolis, Kansas,
the daughter of two chiropractors, she married a man who became a dentist, Charles
Marsh. They lived in Illinois and California
before settling in
Salina, where she had
attended Marymount
College before the
University of Kansas.
Dana Jackson, who
with her husband
at the time, Wes
Jackson, founded The
Land Institute in 1976,
met Marsh through
Marsh
the League of Women
Voters. The two couples were among founders of the local Audubon Society chapter.
“There were no environmental organizations in Salina,” Dana Jackson said. “As Wes
and Dana’s vision took off, my parents got
hooked on the idea,” said a daughter of the
Marshes, Carrie Carpenter, who now works
in fund raising for the institute. Ivy Marsh
helped found the Salina Human Relations
Commission, and served on the Kansas
Citizens’ Utility Ratepayer Board and the
Kansas Natural Resource Coalition board.
Wes Jackson said of her joining The Land

Institute board, “I had seen her activism
and strong interest in environmental policy
issues,” taking notes “all the way to the margin on both sides.” He said, “I count her as
the political conscience of the community.”
The depth and accuracy of Marsh’s research
helped defeat a lead battery recycling plant
near the institute, Dana Jackson said. “When
she knew she stood on good ground, she
was passionate. She didn’t back down.” On
condition that they not speak, Marsh won
permission for the two women to attend a
meeting held to convince physicians of the
plant’s safety. As the doctors left, Marsh and
Jackson handed them a report from the New
England Journal of Medicine about the effects of lead on children.

Ecosphere studies planning
A small January gathering at The Land
Institute further discussed how to teach ecosphere studies, which has seen two larger,
preliminary conferences, beginning in 2015.
Ecosphere studies can be considered the cultural analogue to The Land Institute’s patterning of agriculture after natural systems.
It would reform our culture’s worldview,
away from seeing earth as merely useable
parts, and instead as a unified system. The
January participants were the institute’s
Wes Jackson; Aubrey Streit Krug, a doctoral candidate in English at University of
Nebraska; Bill Vitek, a philosophy professor at Clarkson University in upstate New
York; and Lee Wasserman, director of the
Rockefeller Family Fund. Their conversation included an intellectual framework for
the new way of thinking, a curriculum, and
the need to deliver it quickly, both to undergraduate students and to people outside
college. Vitek’s appraisal of the program included “Equal parts think tank, work camp,

classroom and refuge from the insanity of
our extractive lifestyles.” The larger, third
annual conference will gather at The Land
Institute in June. For an argument to teach
ecosphere studies before college, see page 18.

Silphium with a large head
The crew threshing more than 1,000 silphium
plants found one with a seed head of more
than twice the average width. “I have never
seen anything like this in the past,” researcher David Van Tassel said. Getting bigger seeds and more seeds per head depends
on a bigger head, which is what happened
during sunflower domestication. Silphium is
in the sunflower family, and like sunflower
is being developed as an oilseed crop. Unlike
crop sunflower, it is a perennial. The standout silphium plant made slightly smaller
seeds, but Van Tassel hoped that genes from
crossing with other plants would fix that.
And unlike a solitary big-headed Maximilian
sunflower plant that Van Tassel found when
investigating that species as a crop, the
silphium’s florets were not deformed and
partially sterile: seed yield per head already
ranked in the top 10 percent.

Publications and presentations
The November issue of CSA News, a magazine serving three national agricultural
science organizations, featured work of
The Land Institute and collaborators to
develop perennial grains. Land Institute
staff members made presentations in
Missouri, China, Colorado, Michigan, and
California. Upcoming presentations: April
11 in Flagstaff, Arizona; April 18 in San Juan,
Puerto Rico; April 24 in Lawrenceville,
Georgia; June 4, Galesburg, Illinois.
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Whence hybrid traits?
At left, Land Institute researcher Kathryn
Turner drops heads of perennial wheat from
a height of 1 meter onto a concrete floor.
Each head gets three drops, and Turner
notes whether it breaks. Above, Sheila Cox
tests whether bending snaps the heads, and

at what angle. These are two tests of many
used to link traits with particular chromosomes in the hybrid, while discerning which
ancestor passed them down: perennial
intermediate wheatgrass or annual wheat.
Over winter the seed heads of hundreds
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of plants went through a disassembly line
to see if they broke, how they broke, if the
seed threshed free from its hull, and how
many seeds developed. Before this came
note of traits including each perennial’s
regrowth after harvest, how many shoots
tillered from its base, when the seed head
appeared, and the head’s final length. Next
will come using a camera and computer
to measure seed length and width. All of
this goes to connecting results with chro-
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mosomes and genetic sequences of wheat
and wheatgrass, and that knowledge will
refine and speed selecting plants to breed
for perennial wheat. It matters whether a
seed head breaks on impact or under bending because a combine’s threshing drum is
designed to work best with heads that stay
intact while the machine mows down the
plants and swallows them with an auger.
Farmers have that cohesion with wheat,
and they’ll want it with wheatgrass, for the

greatest seed harvest and least waste. After
dropping and bending the heads, Turner
puts them through a desktop machine for
threshing and winnowing. In the photo on
the facing page, she gathers the freed kernels, and separates the spikelets: those that
broke cleanly from the shaft called rachilla,
and those that hung on. What she and the
combine want are the former. Next the fragments go through a vigorous threshing that
knocks loose more seed from hull. But the

first, softer treatment should be enough to
find the free-threshing grain of crops like
wheat. In the photo above, Sarah Hamilton
weighs seed that desirably lost its hull (in
right bowl) and saves the intact spikelets to
investigate their relationship to seed shape.
She records on a spreadsheet those masses
and half a dozen other variables that Turner
has noted in shorthand on the envelope. To
build a new agriculture demands meticulous
deconstruction. – Text and photos by Scott Bontz.
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Where of the
world to begin
Learning how everything connects need not
– should not – wait until college

katherine jenkins

A

t the Land Institute’s first ecospheric studies
conference, in 2015, I was the only secondary
school teacher present. I was heartened that
we had so many thinkers and doers engaged
in preparing the way for ecospheric studies at the university level. But why do students need to wait until college for something so critically important?
My k-12 independent is unusual in that it has for
many years offered ninth grade environmental science.
Many other schools in the area make biology or physics their required ninth grade science. Our course lays
the foundations of basic biology, chemistry, and physics, which students continue studying in their tenth,
eleventh, and twelfth grade courses. But it also explores
concepts in ecology, macrobiology, population dynamics, energy source comparison, and agriculture, ideas
that students are unlikely to encounter in their future
science sequence unless they choose, or stumble across,
them in electives. The 21st century core competencies
– of critical thinking, problem solving, design thinking,
collaboration, and information literacy – will certainly
need to be applied to these concepts as we prepare our
children. The ecological capital of our soil, water, atmosphere, and biodiversity are being diminished beyond
the tipping point of supporting life as we have known it.
This requires an understanding of living and non-living
things beyond the scale of the atoms, molecules, ionic
Illustration by Dora Hilker.
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compounds, genomes, organelles, and cells
that is often so focused upon in traditional
high school science courses.
Yet my department is being told to do
away with ninth grade environmental science and replace it with the more common
ninth grade biology. Some of this pressure
comes from an eagerness to offer more
upper-level electives, but much of it comes
from parents and students anxious for students to be accepted into competitive stem
internships after their sophomore year. stem
stands for Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Math. It aims to connect education with
problem-solving for real-world scenarios.
Since some of these internships require previous coursework in chemistry and biology
by the end of the sophomore year, some students and their parents worry that students
will fall behind in the college entrance competition if they don’t qualify until after their
junior year.
The interdisciplinary endeavor of stem
is innovative and exciting. My school, like
many, makes the development of stem opportunities a priority. As part of this movement, “Maker Spaces” bring to all aspects of
our curriculum hands-on problem solving.
My students and I have used power tools to
build an aquaponics system that efficiently
combines the growing of fish and leafy
greens. Other stem opportunities include
various long-term projects and a lecture series with visiting scientists, engineers, and
mathematicians.
However, to my mind the stem movement has too narrow a vision. I’ve learned
how the S in stem has problematically stood
primarily for molecular biology, biochemistry, and bioengineering. It generally does
not include macrobiology – systems beyond
the cell – ecology or environmental science,
let alone ecospheric studies. Many graduates
of premier graduate programs in the scienc-

es confess that they have come through their
otherwise impressive training with little
education about systems larger than the cellular. This fits with the misconception that
macrobiology and ecology are the old and
soft sciences of yesteryear, and that stem
and bioengineering are modern fields for
the leaders of tomorrow. Many high schools
reinforce this notion, tracking students by
ability and field. At some, the highfliers
start high school with ninth grade biology,
and only students needing an extra year and
slower pace start with environmental science, waiting until tenth grade for biology.
My colleagues in environmental science and
ecology at local universities confess that
they have also felt the prejudice facing their
complex fields as “soft” science.
I am all for stem if its concept of science can be expanded to include the study
of the natural world in all of its grand and
minute and interconnected scales. An appreciation of the interplay of systems in our
ecosphere will be necessary to grasp the
problems that molecular biology and bioengineering are trying to fix. For example,
understanding the nitrogen biogeochemical
cycle and how it has been affected by the
Haber-Bosch process of making fertilizer is
just as key to food security as is understanding the engineering of transgenic crops.
Now that the president of the United States
and members of his cabinet have made it
clear that they do not accept the evidence of
climate science, it is crucial that at all levels
of education we emphasize two things: supporting one’s argument with evidence, and
understanding the interconnectedness of
living and nonliving things at all levels, from
the microscopic to the global.
Our school administration has decided
to change the high school sequence, from
ninth grade environmental science, tenth
grade biology, eleventh grade chemistry,
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twelfth grade physics and electives, to
ninth grade biology, tenth grade chemistry,
eleventh grade physics, and twelfth grade
electives. Unless we can thread the principles of environmental science, or, better
yet, ecospheric studies, throughout all three
years of the basic sciences curriculum, they
will be encountered only by the small fraction of students who take them as electives
in twelfth grade. This would be impoverished training that does not prepare for

the crises we face. The only way that I can
sustain the 12- to 15-hour days that secondary school teaching requires is if the key
concepts of macrobiology, ecology, population dynamics, agriculture, energy sources,
and the interrelatedness of systems are
woven throughout the four-year curriculum.
In other words, if these concepts are simply
dropped along with our ninth grade environmental science course, I won’t have the
required heart, soul, and grit for teaching.

Students at Friends School in Baltimore, where writer teaches, apply their understanding of the nitrogen cycle by
testing ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate levels in their handmade aquaponics system. Heidi Blalock photo.
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Keeping them is my great hope and stake in
the ground. And it is the work of my science
department over the course of this year to
build that four-year science curriculum.
In addition to expanding the scope
of the science taught in stem programs,
I would also like to address its troubling
exclusion of the humanities. (Exceptions
are some incarnations that include art, and
are thus dubbed steam programs.) Science
alone will not prepare us for the end of a
fossil-fuel economy. Although gas prices
have recently dipped, at some point in
this century fossil fuels will no longer be
abundant or cheap. This will mandate reinventing entire food, economic, social, and
political systems, which have all been built
on that cheap energy. When it is no longer
abundant and cheap, we will not have the
luxury of simply relying on new technology to help us conserve and generate new
sources of energy, or on bioengineering to
help us mitigate some of the worst consequences of climate change. And in addition
to an appreciation and understanding of the
vast, ancient systems of the natural world,
we will need to entirely reimagine ourselves
and our literature, our art, our whole culture. We will need a new and more nuanced
understanding of human history and our
place in it. As one participant in the ecopsheric studies conference said, we will even
need a new aesthetic of beauty to accommodate a “graceful, downward mobility”
girded by a different relationship to material
consumption.
So for now, while still enthusiastic
about stem programs despite their limited purview, I am casting my lot with the
broader vision of teaching sustainability.
Until institutions adopt an ecological worldview, I will invest my desire for a global
understanding of the ecosphere into broad
initiatives that embrace the sustainability

movement. While this movement has been
criticized for being pat and superficial, it
is at least, in its deepest sense, interdisciplinary. This year my school is applying
to become a Maryland Green School. This
pushes student leadership and sustainability across all grades and disciplines. In the
words of the Central Maryland ecumenical
retreat that I attended to inform my Quaker
school’s Sustainability Council efforts, we
need to envision the world beyond consumerism and the myth of endless growth; to
build a sustainable, resilient, and delightfilled world within the “operating space”
and natural bounds of earth’s life systems;
and to bring environmental justice to all.
I am encouraged by the work of The
Land Institute and its collaborators to push
for the institutionalization of the ecospheric
world view in higher education. But until
that new concept of the ecosphere is embraced in the glories and trenches of high
school teaching, I will continue holding the
line for respect of, at least, the environment.
Our planet does not have time to wait until
our students grapple with these concepts in
college and graduate school. I will do this
by investing in the interdisciplinary nature
of sustainability initiatives, and pushing for
a wider conception of stem, that might be
better translated as ssteam. S for science –
macro and micro understanding of all scales
of the natural world. Another S for sustainability – and its implicit interdisciplinary
focus including the humanities. T for technology. E for engineering. A for art. M for
mathematics. Maybe if we ssteam on in the
k-12 years of education, it will amend the
soil sufficiently to nurture ecospheric studies – both in the students and institutions of
higher education.
Katherine Jenkins teaches at Friends School of
Baltimore. Dora Hilker is a Friends tenth-grader.
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Fengyi Hu with a long-lived and economically competitive rice called pr23, in Yunnan, China.
Photo by Erik Sacks, who researches perennial grasses at the University of Illinois.
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Perennial rice gains ground
Yielding competitively, Chinese plants enjoy expanded acreage and funding

F

or proving perennial rice, The Land
Institute’s colleague in China,
Fengyi Hu, has planted more than
100 acres, and after six harvests
over three years seen the plants continue to
match the grain yields of annual rice. “It’s
the biggest field of anything I’ve seen in
China,” said Land Institute researcher Stan
Cox. Research Director Tim Crews said the
rice tastes quite good.
Since beginning the work Hu has secured a professorship at Yunnan University.
This gives him more research freedom,
which can keep perennial rice in the fore
rather than as a side project. The Land
Institute began funding this in 2008, reviving work that had been abandoned for lack
of money by the International Rice Research
Institute. Hu now wins more backing from
domestic sources. The Chinese fly Land
Institute scientists over each year to discuss
research progress. Hu finally was able to
visit Kansas in February.
He grew up on a farm, and wants perennial rice to reduce both soil erosion and
rice farmers’ hard fieldwork. Rice is arguably the most important food for people,
providing more than 20 percent of calories
consumed directly.
In the tropics annual rice can make
grain again after first harvest, by ratoons
that sprout from aboveground stem nodes.
But the ratoons are less fresh than the original stems, and their grain yield is roughly
halved. From belowground stems called rhizomes the perennial rice regrows with tis-

sue more like a new plant, and grain yields
don’t suffer. Unlike with many of The Land
Institute’s plants, the rice rhizomes don’t
spread, but stick near the original crown,
like a bunchgrass. This might help avoid
yield declines from plants crowding each
other. Eventually bunching might hinder regrowth from the original crown.
Hu’s plants have enjoyed paddy conditions, lacking neither water nor fertilizer.
Called pr23, they come from a hybrid that
was made by breeding annual crop rice
with wild perennial rice. Cox said The Land
Institute is encouraging Hu to improve
rhizome development, for upland rice that
survives without irrigation. Rhizomes store
carbohydrates, so longer rhizomes could
help a plant through drought. By growing
deeper than the crown, they also could better protect growth points from extreme heat
and cold. Increasing the number of growth
points might ensure survival of some when
stress kills others. And genes that increase
rhizome growth might be linked to other
desirable genes and traits, such as deeper
roots, from a hardy perennial ancestor. This
could be tested by developing lines of different rhizome numbers and lengths.
Land Institute scientists, Hu, and other
researchers interested in perennial grains
met in 2015 in Mali. Hu would like rice that
also produces in Africa’s poor, often parched
soils. The wild perennial rice species used
to breed pr23 is from Africa. Hu hopes with
progress to see perennial rice in commercial
use by the end of the decade.
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Stories from Aldo’s daughter
Estella Leopold tells of loving, formative times in nature at the Shack

scott bontz

A

ldo Leopold’s words on looking
to nature for a land ethic helped
make The Land Institute. What
was Leopold’s influence in person, day to day, with his children? Estella B.
Leopold sketches answers in “Stories from
the Leopold Shack.”
The book is not the kind of poetic,
philosophical essay with which her father
sought to find a way out of humanity ramshackling nature’s elegant house – though
his youngest daughter occasionally quotes
his beautiful prose. And for exploring deeply
what made Leopold and what he achieved,
there are biographies by Curt Meine and
Julianne Lutz Warren. Distinct here is a
firsthand testimony from youth, for “familiarity with nature and togetherness.” It is
told decades later, but it began as a collection for Leopold family children, and speaks
with a child’s enchantment.
As a teen-ager Estella went skating on
the Wisconsin River: “Then a wonderful
thing happened. I looked down and beneath
my feet was a muskrat, swimming below
the ice. I could see him shoving himself forward with his legs, while wiggling his tail.
The muskrat was moving swiftly. I was impressed that he was so competent and fast.
I adjusted my speed to match his, and we
moved along together over the clear ice mirror. I let out a cheer and felt a sense
of delight that I could join this vigorous
fellow … . The whole experience gave me a
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feeling of being with someone on my skating tour, in the company of an able swimmer
who knew where he was going. Further, it
was someone who lived here, and who knew
the area well, we can be sure.”
The area was land that Aldo Leopold
bought for $640 in the middle of the Great
Depression. And he, his wife, and five children got to know it well. The family drove
from their house in Madison, where he
taught at the University of Wisconsin, weekend after weekend for more than a decade.
Sometimes using river debris, they turned a
wrecked little barn into a second home – the
“Shack,” presented upper case throughout
the story. In the morning they cooked sourdough pancakes in a Dutch oven outside or
in an open hearth – Wisconsin winter didn’t
stop these trips. In the evening, by lantern
light, they played guitars and sang together.
Between dawn and dusk in spring and summer, they transplanted thousands of trees
and prairie plants to revive 80 farmed-out
acres. And they roved the place for fun and
learning.
“My father had developed a craving to
have his own land to experiment with a new
idea: ecological restoration. We needed, he
said, to find out what the original vegetation
had been like in our area and what we could
do to bring it back.”
The myriad pine seedlings came from
a nursery, but the idea’s newness meant
there were not yet seed services for re-

establishing prairie forbs and grasses. The
Leopolds dug up mature plants from stands
they deemed plentiful, often along railroad
rights of way.
Estella Leopold relates a story told by
her youngest brother, Carl, of when he and
his father found two couples digging up
Leopold pines. One of the diggers offered assurance: “Oh, we’re not going to hurt them.

We are going to plant them in our front
yard, and they will do fine!” Aldo pushed
his hat back and said, “Well, goddamn!”
The other man said, “Please, there are ladies
present!” Estella writes, “Where upon Dad
began to laugh and laugh and laugh. That
was rare!”
She says he asked his children to figure
answers to questions about what they saw

At the Shack, a tiny, decrepit barn that they made their getaway, get-to-nature home beginning in the middle
1930s, four of the seven-strong Leopold family: Aldo, his wife, Estella, daughter Estella, and son Starker. And the
springer spaniel Flicky. Photo courtesy of the Aldo Leopold Foundation. To read more, see aldoleopold.org.
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happening in nature around the Shack –
such as why trees were bigger at one end of
a river island than at the other. All five children made careers in ecology.
She also shows that the children did
not feel dragged along for free labor. Nor did
they mind bunking in a hut without electricity and where water was pumped by hand.
They filled a perforated bucket and hollered
through icy showers – while their parents
laughed. Carl skipped prom so he could help
plant trees. (And the girl he stood up married him.) At the Shack the Leopolds also
relished exploring, fishing, and hunting with
Aldo’s handmade bows and arrows. One
chapter covers archery, including his wife’s
tournament wins, and the family’s thrill at
bow hunting deer – that their arrows always
missed seems irrelevant. Of this time in the
1930s and 1940s Estella Leopold paints a near
idyll. “We had a big project going at the
Shack, which would be a great deal of fun,
and we all wanted to be there.”

She attributes this to parents “who
were the happiest married couple I ever
knew,” and who gave their children love and
respect. She writes briefly but touchingly of
a wildfire threatening their land and leading
to her father’s death – though she doesn’t
note the actual cause, a heart attack – and
with two quick images she conveys her
mother’s grief.
She devotes a chapter to broader and
more institutional restoration work continuing from what the family began at the Shack,
and another chapter to how the experience
infected the Leopold children with need for
their own shacks, places that made nature
familiar, like family itself, with the “emotional twist” of seasonally welcoming their
own, local wild plants and animals.
But the fresher storytelling is from
more distant spells, when young Estella
could bicycle with a pet crow on the handlebars, and when the Leopolds regularly gathered to sing.
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Mayo · Jeanette McBride · William & Julia McBride · McBride Family & Aspen Business Center Foundation · Mary McCall
John McClelland · Fred McColly · Thomas & Linda McCoy · Roger McDaniel · Alan McDermott · Kathleen McGeeney · Liz
McGuinness & Lance H. Marburger · Marcie McGuire & Jim Thaxter · David McKee · Susan T. McRory & John W. Middleton
James & Diana McWilliams · Michael & Debra L. Medley · Margaret Mellon · Merck Partnership for Giving · Thomas & Mary
Mertz · Karl Meyer · Howard Mielke · Nancy & Frank Miles · Jonathan Miller & Rebecca J. Nelson · John C. Miller · Matthew
Miller · Stephen Miller · Robert F. Miner · Robin E. Mittenthal · Suzanne Mittenthal · Bonny A. Moellenbrock & Michael I.
Lowry · Jeffrey L. Moline & Kristin Groth · Robert & Kay Moline · Michael Moon · Donald & Ann Morehead · Minor L. Morgan
& Sylvia Alvarez · Kenneth & Faye Morley · Lona Morse · Gita Moulton · James Murphy · Cornelia & Robert Mutel · Laura &
Philip Muzzy · Jo Ann Myers · Koji & Susan Nakao · Brook Nauta · Thomas Neet · Frank Neitzert · Ann Nelson · Julie Nettleton
Christopher Neubert · Paul Neukirch · Virginia Niehage · Nicole Niehues · Richard & Patricia Nienow · Sara E. Nienow &
Nathan Snodgrass · Trix L. Niernberger & Bill Preston · Dr. Paul F. Nighswonger · Dale & Sonya Nimrod · Bruce & Amy Noble
Jorge & Patricia Nobo · Douglas Nopar & JoAnn Thomas · David & Jayne Norlin · The Frank & Jeanne Norton Fund · Richard
& Elizabeth Norton · Zachary Nowak · Janet & John Nybakke · Thomas & Nancy O’Brien · Colin Odden · Charles R. & Jane
F. Olsen Fund · The One Step at a Time Fund at Schwab Charitable · Marian O’Reilly & Stephen M. Lockwood · The Osborne
& Scekic Family Foundation · Fintan O’Sullivan · Dr. Frank X. O’Sullivan & Hattie D. Gresham · Dennis A. O’Toole Family
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Prairie Festival recordings
September 24-25, 2016, The Land Institute

number

title

speaker

_________

Strachan Donnelley conservation lecture

Wendell Berry

_________

The State of the Land

Wes Jackson

_________
_________

Establish the Work of Our Hands
Land Institute research

Fred Iutzi
Institute scientists

_________

Core ideas that inspired The Land Institute

Panel of former board chairs

_________

Experiences of former interns and fellows

Panel led by Michelle Mack

_________ Reshaping the education curriculum
		
plus: Forty Years of People and the Land

Panel led by Bill Vitek
Terry Evans

_________

Panel led by David Orr

The Growth of a Larger Movement

Total individual CDs ________ × $15 = ___________

Name _____________________________________________

Sets (one of each) _________ × $105 = ___________

Address __________________________________________

Total

City _______________________________________________

___________

State ___________ ZIP code ________________________
We accept checks and money orders for US
funds, and Mastercard, Visa and Discover.
Card purchases can be by mail, fax or
phone. Place orders to The Land Institute,
2440 E. Water Well Road, Salina, KS 67401.
Phone 785-823-5376. Fax 785-823-8728.

Phone _____________________________________________
E-mail ____________________________________________
Card number ____________________________________
Mastercard
Visa
Discover
Exp. date ____________ Security code ___________
Signature _________________________________________

Foundation · David & Jeanne Ode · Charles & Catherine Olmsted · Mark Ostrau & Sandy Ostrau · Richard & Christine Ouren
Jerry & Carole Packard · Marian Page · Abraham Palmer & Julie Decamp-Palmer · Beverly Palmer · Stanley & Jeanne Pangrac
Harold & Dorothy Parman · Gregory Parsons & Dorothy Johnson · Lowell Paul · Steven & Carolyn Paulding · Melissa S. Payne &
Christian G. Fellner · Janis Peak · Richard H. Peckham & Maureen J. Nowlan · Gordon Pedersen · Edward & Seliesa Pembleton
Keith & Sharon Penner · Patsy Penner · Diane Percival · Jerry & Terese Perkins · John Pesek · Peter M. & Barbara A. Macdonald
Charitable Foundation · Joan Peterkin · Paul & Karla Peters · Carol & Brian Petersen · Joseph Pew · Patricia Phelps · Evelyn
Phillips · Walter & Karen Phillips · Loretta Pickerell · Chris & Meghan Picone · Robert & Karen Pinkall · John & Tari Piskac
Kris Pitney · Dwight & LaVonne Platt · The Pleiades Foundation · Elizabeth Pohlmann & Harald H. Moore · John Pollack · Frank
R. Pommersheim & Anne G. Dunham · Frank & Deborah Popper · Paul Post & Kay Kelly · Portland General Electric · Greta Poser
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I want to be a perennial friend of the land
Here is my tax-deductible gift to support Land Institute programs
Please print
Name __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________________________________________ State ________ ZIP code ____________________________
I authorize The Land Institute each month to
Transfer from my checking account (enclose a check for the first monthly payment)
Charge my credit or debit card
$125
$75
$55
$15
$5
Other: $__________________
Deduct on
5th of month
20th of month
Monthly giving: We will transfer your gift on the date you select, until you decide otherwise. You can change
or cancel your donation at any time by calling or writing. We will confirm your instructions in writing.
I authorize a one-time gift of
$5,000
$500
$250
$125
Payment method:

$50

Other: $ __________________

My check, made payable to The Land Institute, is enclosed.
Charge my
Visa
Mastercard
Discover

Account number _______________________________________________________________________ Expires ____________ / ______________
Signature ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Clip or copy this coupon and return it with payment to
The Land Institute, 2440 E. Water Well Road, Salina, KS 67401

lr 117

George & Alice Potts · Donna & Darwin Poulos · Kathleen A. Powell & Stephen L. Griswold · Alison G. Power & Alexander S.
Flecker · Ramon & Eva Powers · Prairie Moon Nursery Inc · Kimberly Pressley · Angie Hill Price · The Rainbow Bridge Fund
Thomas Rauch & Joyce Borgerding · Kenneth Richg · Jeannine Richards · David & Jane Richardson · Jerry L. Quance & Marcia A.
Hall · Paula J. Quell & Larry E. Davis · J. Patrick & Judith Quinlan · L. David & Ann Redmon · Holly Reed · Redtail Fund of The
Oregon Community Foundation · Don & Barbara Reeves · David Reid · Douglas & Judi Reid · Susan Reimer · Richard & Joyce
Reinke · EJ Remson & Andrea D. Rawlings · Jamie & Catherine Renshaw · J. B. Reynolds Foundation · Margaret & John Richey
Gordon & Barbara Risk · Griffith & Mary Roberts · Bernard & Marcialyn Robinowitz, Tulsa Community Foundation
Sandra Robinson · Gabriel Robledo · Susan Roche & William E. Rau · Eugene Rodriguez & Eva Mesmer · Michael & Catherine
Rogers · Rex & Carol Romeiser · Douglas E. Romig & Lori Graham · James Rose · Philip & Joanne Roudebush · Wolfgang Rougle
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RRR Fund at Schwab Charitable · Luke & Leigh Rusin · Edmund & Lucy Russell · Grant Ruttinger · Patricia Ryan · T. A.
Sampson · Eugene & Donna Sandberg · Mark Sanderson · Peter Sandstrom · Joann Sanford · Eric Sannerud · William Scharf
James & Louise Schatz · Russ Schipper · Joel A. Schmidt & Amanda L. Raetzman · Steven & Janie Schomberg · Gail & Jonathan
Schorsch Fund of the Jewish Communal Fund · Claire Schosser · Steven & Dawn Schuette · Elizabeth Schultz · Peter & Helen
Schulze · John & Ann Schuster · Jane & A.J. Schwartz Family · Rebecca Edwards & Mark Seidl · Lynette Seigley · Chris Seitz
Gerald & Jean Selzer · Charles & Joan Shapiro · Stuart & Diane Sharp · Burnette & John Sheffield · Lynn C. Sheldon & Daniel H.
Hudnut · William & Cynthia Sheldon · Jim & Sara Shelton · Benjamin Shepherd · John Shepherd · Bob & Doris Sherrick
Charlotte Shoemaker · Susan Sievers · Robert Sigmon · Janna Siller · John & Mary Simmering · E. Crichton Singleton · Martha
Skillman · Karen Skjei · Donald & Elvera Skokan · Dorothy Slentz · Stuart & Taryn Slote · Stephen E. Smaha & Jessica Winslow
Fund · Caroline & F. Douglas Smith · James & Katherine Smith · Lea Smith · Thomas Smith · Richard & Mary Smythe · Mike
Soetaert & Melanie Terrill · Larry Soll & Nancy C. Maron · Mary & Michael Songster · Cindy Squire & Neal Meyer · Thomas &
JoAnn Staker · Gordon & Frances Stallings · Sylvia & Donald Stanat · David & Claudia Steckel · Robert & Lyda Steiert
Rick Stein & Mary Howe · Sara & Grant Sterley · Dean Stevens & Jennifer Johnston · Stevenson Family Inv Fund · Amanda C.
Stewart & William T. Smith · Paul D. Stolen & Deborah K. Amazi · Tony & Patricia Stoneburner · Howard & Margaret Stoner
Bianca Storlazzi · Jim & Michelle Stowers Foundation · Muriel Strand · Gail Stratton · Joyce & Greg Studen · Brad R. Stuewe &
Paula A. Fried · Virginia Stuhr · Persis Suddeth · Joshua & Kimberly Svaty · Janice C. Swab · Gerald & Sandra Swafford
Christopher Sweeney · J. David & Jacqueline Swift · Toby Symington · Antoinette M. Tadolini & Charles R. Clack · Stewart Taffe
Kelly & Angela Tagtow · Petra Tasheff · Ross Teasley · Jonathan & Wendy Teller-Elsberg · Alan & Bonnie Templeton · Termini
Associates · Ruth Terrill · Bruce & Sharon Texley · Tompkins-Imhoff Fund · Gene & Patricia Thomas · Margo Thompson · Tom
& Mary Thompson · Bob & Cheryl Thummel · Ruth Anna Thurston · David Toner · Richard & Marney Toole · Andre & Ruth
Toth · Andrew Toth · Patrick Toth · Patricia A. Traxler & Patrick Wallerius · David & Phyllis Trout · Bruce C. Tsiknas & Mary L.
Werowinski · R. M. Turner · University of Kansas/Watson Library · Erik Unruh & Maria Zielinski · Walter & Joyce Utroske
James Van Eman & Susan Bailey · Marcy & David Van Landingham · Van Strum Foundation · David & Kristin Van Tassel
Patricia VanderBeke · Bettina & Livingston Vandewater · Nancy & Tony VanWinkle · Dan Vega · Donald & Joan Veldkamp
Marcia Veldman · Thalia Venerable · Margaret Vernon · Valerie & Roger Vetter · Connie von Borstel · Thomas von Geldern &
Cynthia L. Skrukrud · Lauren von Klinggraeff · Ronald & Nancy Vos · Mr. & Mrs. Isidor Wachstein, their son Julius, and Thau
Family Trust Fund · David E. Wagoner & Arwen Donahue · David & Jane Waldie · Barbara Walker · G. Trenholm & Susan
Walker · Patricia & Samuel Walker · Tom Wallace · Louise & Clyde Warner · Thomas Warner · David & Teri Warners · Brian
Wass · Alice Waters · William & Judy Waugh · Jim Weaver · Richard Weaver · Suzanne Webber & William A. Miller · Leonard
& Margaret Weber · Steven & Rochele Weilert · Robert & Kim Wemer · Steven Wernicki · Stephen Werts · Paula Westmoreland
Frank & Helen Wewers Family Fund · Lee Wheeler · Valerie Wheeler & Peter Esainko · Sandra & David Whitmore · Wiggins
Family Fund · Sue Wika · Brook & Emily Wilke · Roslyn Willett · Nicholas & Amanda Willis · Gabriel C. Wilmoth & Catherine
P. Walsh · David & Barbara Wilson · Douglas & Carol Wingeier · Jean C. Withrow & James J. Haggerty · Bruce & Kristina
Wittchen · Carol Wock · Kathleen Wold · Charlotte & Robert Wolfe · Anthony Wolk & Lindy Delf · Mark & Pamela Woodard
Kevin & Diana Woods · Work Family Estate Trust · Donald & Beverley Worster · Angus Wright · Dave & Rita Wristen · Donna
Wygle · Debra Young · John & Jane Young · David & Linda Zahrt · William & Dorothy Zales · Ruth & Mark Zalonis · Lidia &
Douglas Zehr · Ann M. Zimmerman & Dexter Eggers · David H. Zimmermann & Emily Marriott · David & Ann Zimrin · Richard
Zundel · Uko & Jane Zylstra
IN HONOR
Robert J. Anderson Sr., from Judy Ludwig · Kirk & Peg Barrett, from Brad & Mary Barrett · Adrienne Birt, from Henry Birt · Lee
DeHaan, from Dave & Rita Wristen · Nathanael Dresser, from Everett & Dorothy Bullock · Alan Evans, from an anonymous donor · Ed Flemmig, from Emma Flemmig · Mike Freed, from Jonathan Freed · James M. Hall 3rd, from Andrew Hall · John Head,
from Shannon Head, Lauren Chircus · Harry Huntley, from Joann Sanford · Haley Jackson and Steven Blair, from Mark Ostrau
Wes Jackson, from Roger McDaniel, Amy Horwitz, Jane Gibson · Martin & Taylor Kimm, from Michael Lubbers · Beth Lee &
family, from Burnette Sheffield · Kevin Markey, from Karen Markey · Tom Mersmann, from Diane & Michael Hazel · Tom &
Ginger Reid, from David Reid · Ben & Mary Smith, from Marcia & Mike Mayo · Elizabeth H. Smith, from Thomas Smith · Jasper
Sterley, from Sara Sterley · Sandy Umek, from Sandi Whitmore · Matthew Van Dyke, from Nancy Freeze · Robin Walter, from
Kaitlin Barton · David Wheaton, from Kathleen Fisher
MEMORIALS
Strachan Donnelley, from John Hoskyns-Abrahall · Carl W. Hall, from Emily Genuardi · Maynard C. Heckel, from David Heckel
J. R. “Bob” Hood, from Michael & Catherine Rogers · Philip Morse, from R. M. Turner, Mark & Marijean Cockran · Diana
Nemergut, from Joseph Knelman
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2440 E. Water Well Road
Salina, KS 67401

Salina, KS 67401

A hybrid of Medicago sativa by Medicago arborea, one of many legumes that Brandon Schlautman is evaluating as a perennial grain
crop. This spring he will plant a botanical garden of contenders. See page 11. Scott Bontz photo.

